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Abstract
This paper presents the BNSI Slovenian Broadcast News
database project. The result of the project is a database with
speech and text corpus oriented toward large vocabulary con-
tinuous speech recognition in general domain. The speech cor-
pus consists of 36 hours of transcribed evening and late night
news. The raw database material was captured in the archive
of national broadcaster RTV Slovenia that was a partner in
the project. General Broadcast News transcription conventions
were supplemented with language specific rules. The Tran-
scriber tool was used to produce the transcriptions. All addi-
tional tools needed during the annotation process were also in-
stalled on a computer. Statistics of speech corpus is presented in
the paper. The BNSI text corpus is generated from broadcasts’
scenarios for a period of 7 years. 600 monthly shows’ collec-
tions of text are included. They will be used to improve the
language modeling in highly inflectional Slovenian language.
The BNSI Slovenian Broadcast News database will be available
through ELRA/ELDA.

1. Introduction
Slovenian is with approximately 2 million speakers one of the
smallest languages with well developed language resources [1].
The first research work on Slovenian speech recognition origi-
nates from the late 80’s. Since then, several Slovenian language
resources for speech recognition were built [2, 3, 4], but there
was no speech database for large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition (LVCSR) in general domain. Slovenian belongs to
Slavic language group and is highly inflectional, which makes a
development of LVCSR system a highly challenging task. For
Slovenian, approximately ten times larger recognition vocabu-
lary is needed to assure the same text coverage as for English
language [5].

This was the main motivation to start the BNSI Slovenian
Broadcast News database project1. The domain of Broadcast
News (BN) speech recognition task is being one of the most
complex in the area of language technologies. The first research
work in this field originates from year 1996, when NIST and
DARPA [6] started their BN campaign. Currently, different labs
and commercial BN systems [7, 8] operates in the area of speech
recognition, TDT, multimedia database retrieval, etc.

The BNSI project was carried out in the cooperation be-
tween University of Maribor, Slovenia, which has a strong back-
ground in language resources development and Slovenian na-

1This work was partly fi nancially supported by the Slovenian Re-
search Agency under contract number P2-0069.

tional broadcaster RTV Slovenia. The contract was signed in
the last quarter of the year 2002. The goal of the project was to
develop a complete Slovenian Broadcast News database, which
will be available through ELRA/ELDA.

The organizational aspects, acquisition of speech material
and annotation rules defined were already in detail presented in
our previous paper [9]. As the project is now finished, this paper
focuses on the properties and statistics of the BNSI database.
Brief analysis of transcription work is also given. In the second
half of the BNSI project the text corpus for language modeling
based on broadcasts’ scenarios was added to the database. It
will be presented in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows: the database properties
are described in Section 2. The observations gathered during
the transcription work are collected in Section 3. The speech
part of the BNSI database is presented in Section 4, while the
description of the text part follows in Section 5. The conclusion
and future work are given in Section 6.

2. BNSI database properties
The Slovenian Broadcast News database consists from two in-
dependent parts. The first one is the speech corpus with tran-
scriptions. Its main area of usage is acoustic modeling in auto-
matic speech recognition. The raw database material was cap-
tured [9] in the archive of RTV Slovenia in digital format on
DAT and DVD media. News shows between June 1999 and
May 2003 were choosen from the raw material. There are two
different types of news shows incorporated. The first one are
evening news (TV Dnevnik) which are composed from general
news that happen on a particular day. One part of evening news
is also devoted to regional and even local news, where a signif-
icant part of speech with strong dialect can be found. The sec-
ond type are the late night news shows – called Odmevi – where
more detailed analysis of major daily events is given. Usually,
live interviews that last for several minutes can be found in these
broadcasts.

The second independent part of the BNSI database is the
text corpus, which primary goal is language modeling. This part
of the database can be of significant importance in the LVCSR
development process, as it could be used to minimize the dif-
ference in style between newspaper text that is usually applied
for language modeling and broadcast news speech corpus. As
Slovenian belongs to the group of highly inflectional languages,
the out of vocabulary rate could be also decreased using the
BNSI text corpus.

During the news show’s production phase, a scenario is cre-
ated that also includes the text material that reporter later reads
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from a teleprompter. The scenario also incorporates other meta
data like the speaker’s name, the short title or topic of the report,
the date and time, etc. RTV Slovenia uses commercial Avid iN-
EWS newsroom computer system. In our text corpus, scenarios
on daily basis from 1998 to 2004 were included. The scenarios
were not limited just on the two main news shows (evening and
late night), but also all other available scenarios were acquired:

• Morning news: 7.00 am, 8.00 am, 9.00 am; usually short
with similar content, one speaker, read speech.

• Noon news: similar to morning news.

• Afternoon news: longer then previous two categories,
more than one speaker, field reports and spontaneous
speech.

• Weekly magazines: approx. one hour length, with one
anchor speaker. The content is based on last week ma-
jor national and regional news. Only the part with read
speech is covered in scenario.

3. Transcription work
A personal computer was the only piece of hardware that was
needed by the annotators during their work. The Transcriber
tool was used for the speech signal annotation [10]. Video sig-
nal was also captured in digital format on a DVD media and
could be used during annotation as an aid. Each transcriber
had access to dictionaries (Slovenian and other) in computer
format to check the spelling of words. Slovenian newspaper
text corpus could be analyzed by transcribers in case of difficult
words (e.g. foreign names). Previous speech database projects
already showed the importancy of contacts and communication
between transcribers for database quality. It is crucial to share
experience and problems noticed during the work. Therefore
a special mailing list was established to enlarge the communi-
cation between people working on the project. It was used for
discussions on topics that had arisen during the project. All
questions regarding the broadcasts were sent to the mailing list
and archived there. In addition, access to finalized shows was
made available, so that annotators could check similar parts in
completed news shows.

For transcription conventions, the documents defined by
LDC [11] and LIMSI [12] were taken as a baseline. Supple-
mentary guidelines generated in the scope of COST 278 Broad-
cast News SIG were taken in account [13]. It was necessary to
implement some special transcription rules [9] that covered lan-
guage dependent properties [14]. A small part (approx. 3 hours)
of BNSI Slovenian Broadcast News database is also included in
the pan-European Broadcast News speech database built in the
COST 278 BN SIG [13].

3.1. Analysis

Eight people were involved in the transcription work in different
project’s time spans. The whole process was supervised by two
people, where one of them was a linguist. More or less all tran-
scribers had similar three phase strategy, how to complete the
transcription. In the first step, the audio signal was segmented
in acoustically homogenous parts. In the second step, speakers
were determined and the speech signal was transcribed. The
third and the last step was necessary to mark the acoustic back-
ground and other different sounds from speaker’s environment.
This step was also used to recheck the transcriptions, especially
the difficult sections. Some transcribers partially combined the
first and the second step but no influence on quality or amount of

work was shown. Such transcription was then spell checked by
the linguist and the annotator made the necessary corrections.
The final revision of each transcription was made by the second
supervisor.

Text from scenarios was used for initial transcriptions to
ease and speed up the annotation process. It covered approxi-
mately 40% of the whole broadcast – the coverage mainly de-
pends on the amount of stories from field. By the first annotator
no benefit of initial transcriptions was shown [9], while signifi-
cant improvement was observed for other transcribers.

For 60 minutes of news show approximately 27 hours of
work were needed. There were two main difficulties that influ-
enced the completion time. The first one were live interviews
with spontaneous and overlapping speech, while the second one
were reports from the field where people spoke with strong di-
alect.

4. Speech corpus
The raw speech signal captured on a DAT media was transfered
to a personal computer and down-sampled to 16 bit, 16 kHz.
The WAV audio format was selected for storing the signal. The
speech corpus consists of 42 news shows. Statistics about dif-
ferent news shows can be found in Table 1.

Table 1: Length and number of news shows in different speech
database sets.

set length (mm:ss) # evening # late night

training 1795:06 18 16
development 178:16 2 2
evaluation 184:58 2 2

total 2158:20 22 20

The complete speech corpus consists of 36 hours of mate-
rial. The size of the training set is 30 hours. The next 3 hours
are used for development set, which function is to fine tune the
recogniser’s parameters on it. The last 3 hours are used for eval-
uation set. The average length of a news show in the database
is 51:22. Both types of news shows are nearly equally divided
in all three database sets. A balance of language styles used in
broadcasts can be granted in such a way. The development and
evaluation set are composed from 4 broadcasts per each set.

4.1. Speech database statistics

The speech signal captured from a TV show can have differ-
ent acoustic properties according to the speaker and his en-
vironment. These properties are described by 7 so-called F-
conditions [6]. Acoustic properties (speaking style, channel,
background, etc.) inside one F-condition are homogenous. This
is very important for acoustic modeling during the LVCSR de-
velopment process. Different F-condition ratios for the BNSI
database are shown on Figure 1.

Two most frequent focus conditions in BNSI database are
F0 (36.6%; read studio speech) and F4 (37.6%; read or spon-
taneous speech with background other than music). The high
amount of F4 condition is caused by strict transcribers that
very often assigned background, even if its level was very low.
16.2% of speech in the BNSI database is spontaneous (F1),
while 6.0% is spoken in presence of background music (F3).
Less than one hour of speech originates over the telephone
channel (F2). Less than 0.1% of material was spoken by non-
native speakers (F5).



Figure 1: F-condition ratios for the BNSI database.

The gender analysis done in the project’s initial phase [9]
already showed the more frequent occurance of male speak-
ers in the broadcasts. This fact was taken into account during
the acquisition of raw material, but due to the demand to en-
sure other properties of speech material (quality, topics, dates)
we still couldn’t provide the gender balance. The properties of
speakers are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Gender and number of speakers in the BNSI speech
database.

# speakers male female unknown

BNSI 1565 1069 477 19

Altogether 1565 different speakers occur in the BNSI
database. The majority, 1069 of them, are male, while 477 are
female. The gender of 19 speakers was unknown. Speakers that
occur frequently in the media (journalists, politicians, sports-
mans, etc.) were marked as global speakers. This will later
enable us to cluster their speech material for acoustic models’
speaker adaptation.

Another important speaker’s characteristic from recog-
niser’s point of view is speaker’s speaking style. The following
groups were defined for the BNSI speech database:

• Literary language: usually used by professional speak-
ers and others that appear in a news show in official role.
More often read (or prepared in advance) than sponta-
neous.

• Colloquial language: two different categories according
to speaker’s origin were defined. This speech type is in
general spontaneous.

• Dialect: 9 main categories were determined according
to speaker’s origin. This type of speech can be found in
field interviews connected with local news. From speech
recogniser’s point of view is such speech a very chal-
lenging task.

• National minority: 4 categories assigned to native Slove-
nian speakers that live abroad.

• Non-native: several categories according to origin of
non-native Slovenian speaker were defined.

Figure 2: Show’s scenario used as raw material for text corpus.

• Non-defined: speakers in this group usually mix speak-
ing styles from the groups above.

Slovenian language belongs to the group of highly inflec-
tional languages [14]. One of possibilities how to handle this
in a LVCSR system is to take into account the topic of speech
and consecutively reduce the recognition vocabulary. There-
fore, a short descriptive title and topic category were marked
for each report. As baseline, the first topics’ level, defined in
[15] was used. In the time-span covered by the BNSI database
some topics occurred very often – e.g. EU-Slovenia negotia-
tions. Topic list’s modifications were therefore required. Alto-
gether 25 different topic were used in the BNSI database. This
BNSI database property is also neccessary for usage in the TDT
task.

The final step in the statistics that shows the complexity of
BNSI speech database is the transcriptions’ analysis. They can
be along with the BNSI text corpus used for language modeling
to interpolate the standard language model based on newspaper
text corpus. Transcriptions of all 42 broadcasts contain 268K
words, where 37K words are different.

5. Text corpus
The text corpus raw material was directly copied from the news-
room computer system. Monthly collection of each broadcast
was exported in RTF file format that preserves all included
meta-data for later postprocessing. A part of broadcast’s origi-
nal scenario with all included meta data can be seen on Figure
2.

The second half of scenario on Figure 2 is the actual text
that was read by a reporter. The first two lines in this half are
meta-data. The first few lines of the first half are also the meta-
data, while the remaining text represents the last part of a field
report. This text is used by the director to be able to follow
the timeline of the broadcast. This text can be also spontaneous
and not just read one. In case of non-Slovenian speakers is this
text in a foreign language. Such scenario parts will be excluded
from the text corpus.

Seven years (1998 – 2004) of broadcasts’ scenarios are in-
corporated in the BNSI text corpus. Altogether 600 monthly
broadcast collections are included in the corpus. In average
7.1 shows per day are in the set. As the final version format
isn’t ready yet, no exact number of words in the text corpus can
be given, but current estimation lies by more than 10 million
words.

A preliminary investigation of out of vocabulary rate
(OOV) for one broadcast from the BNSI development set was
performed. Standard Slovenian language model built on 85 mil-
lion Večer newspaper text corpus was combined with 2 monthly



collections of late night news scenarios from the BNSI database.
The out of vocabulary rate for 20k vocabulary was as low as
0.01%. Usual OOV rate for Slovenian vocabulary of similar
size can be around 20% [5]. This result clearly shows the im-
portance of the BNSI text corpus in case of highly inflectional
language.

6. Conclusion
The paper presents the BNSI Slovenian Broadcast News
database. The speech and text corpus of the BNSI database
may be considered as being one of the most relevant for de-
velopment of Slovenian speech recognition technology due to
its content and standardised development process. Our future
work is oriented towards development of a general Slovenian
LVCSR system. As properties of Slovenian are similar to other
Slavic languages, knowledge gathered during this project could
be used for other Slavic languages with less well developed lan-
guage resources.
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